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SUMMARY

Correlation detectors are now used routinely in seismology to detect occurrences of signals bearing close resemblance to a reference waveform. They facilitate the detection
of low-amplitude signals in significant background noise that may elude detection using
energy detectors, and they associate a detected signal with a source location. Many seismologists use the fully normalized correlation coefficient C between the template and
incoming data to determine a detection. This is in contrast to other fields with a longer
tradition for matched filter detection where the theoretically optimal statistic C 2 is typical. We perform a systematic comparison between the detection statistics C and C|C|, the
latter having the same dynamic range as C 2 but differentiating between correlation and
anti-correlation. Using a database of short waveform segments, each containing the signal
on a 3-component seismometer from one of 51 closely spaced explosions, we attempt to
detect P- and S- phase arrivals for all events using short waveform templates from each
explosion as reference signals. We present empirical statistics of both C and C|C| traces
and demonstrate that C|C| detects confidently a higher proportion of the signals than
C without evidently increasing the likelihood of triggering erroneously. We recall from
elementary statistics that C 2 , also called the coefficient of determination, represents the
fraction of the variance of one variable which can be explained by another variable. This
means that the fraction of a segment of our incoming data that could be explained by
our signal template decreases almost linearly with C|C| but diminishes more rapidly as
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C decreases. In most situations, replacing C with C|C| in operational correlation detectors may improve the detection sensitivity without hurting the performance-gain obtained
through network stacking. It may also allow a better comparison between single-template
correlation detectors and higher order multiple-template subspace detectors which, by
definition, already apply an optimal detection statistic.
Key words: Time series analysis, Earthquake monitoring and test-ban treaty verification,
Induced seismicity

1

INTRODUCTION

Realizing that closely spaced seismic events generate similar signals (e.g. Geller & Mueller 1980)
motivated the use of template-matching for a combined detection and identification of seismic signals.
The fully normalized correlation coefficient, C, between two time-series had been used as a measure
of waveform similarity, both for measuring accurately the time-delays between two signals (e.g. VanDecar & Crosson 1990; Shearer 1997) and for providing a heuristic alias for inter-event distances
(e.g. Menke 1999; Pirli et al. 2011). Traces of C, evaluated between a fixed waveform template and
consecutive windows of an incoming data-stream, are functions of time which reach maximum values
at samples when the segment of the incoming data best resembles the applied template, with lower
values at other times. If the contrast between the maximum value and the background level of C is
sufficiently high for a given sample, we can hypothesize that a new occurrence of a signal resembling
our template has been found: a signal-specific detector. Early demonstrations of seismic correlation
detectors on multi-channel data (Gibbons & Ringdal 2006; Shelly et al. 2007; Schaff 2008) pointed
out a useful property of C; since the signals from two co-located seismic events are separated in time
by an identical delay for all stations, a zero-moveout stacking of C traces will always add constructively at the time of matching and interfere both constructively and destructively at other times. This
results in an almost perfect gain in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), since the (correlation) signal is perfectly coherent and the (correlation) noise largely incoherent. The very high performance gain using
seismic arrays and networks partly explains the increase in the application of correlation detectors and
associated algorithms in recent years, as large and dense monitoring networks have become common
for monitoring microseismicity (e.g. Benz et al. 2015; Duboeuf et al. 2021).
Seismology was relatively late in adopting template matching for the purposes of signal detection. This can largely be explained by the relatively limited circumstances under which we can know
the temporal shape of a seismic signal a priori. The issues of applicability are discussed by Harris
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et al. (2012) who review progress in both empirical and model-based signal processing, expressing
doubt that tomographic models alone will extend template-matching with synthetic signals into the
frequency band of relevance for detecting small earthquakes and explosions. In regions of clustered
seismicity, where historical signals are often available, the picture is more encouraging (e.g. Richards
et al. 2006) although Slinkard et al. (2013) demonstrate that even single aftershock sequences from
large earthquakes are often poorly represented by small numbers of waveform templates. The field of
image processing uses template-matching extensively and in multiple directions (e.g. Brunelli 2009)
and the seismologist can exploit optimized image processing routines to find occurrences of a repeating signal in a datastream using only a few lines of python code with the packages obspy (Beyreuther
et al. 2010), numpy (Harris et al. 2020), and scikit-image (van der Walt et al. 2014).
The shape of a seismic signal is determined by Earth structure, typically at spatial scales that are
difficult to model. In other branches of physics, the shapes of signals are often more easily determined
by theory and the matched filter (Turin 1960; van Trees 1968) has extensive applications in identifying signals in potentially noisy data. Acoustical signals underwater (Parvulescu 1995) and (at local
distances) in the atmosphere (Taylor et al. 2013) have been shown to be amenable to detection using
matched filters, as have, among many others, neurological time-series (e.g. Stamoulis & Richardson
2010) and gravitational waves (e.g. Abbott et al. 2016). Also in seismology, empirical signal detection algorithms with a robust basis in detection theory have been developed (Harris 2006; Harris &
Paik 2006; Harris & Dodge 2011). The so-called subspace detectors are multiple dimensional empirical signal detectors which can allow a degree of variability in the detected signal. As Harris (2006)
demonstrates, the correlator is the 1-dimensional subspace detector: the most sensitive, but also the
most signal-specific. Increasing the dimension of the subspace detector broadens the geographical
footprint over which the detected events can be located at the expense of a reduction in sensitivity and
an increased probability of triggering on noise or unrelated signals. An extensive set of studies have
now applied subspace detectors to diverse systems of clustered seismicity (e.g. Junek et al. 2015; Barrett & Beroza 2014; De La Hoz et al. 2021). In the subspace detector formalism, the detection statistic
employed by the 1-dimensional correlator is equivalent to C 2 .
EQcorrscan (Chamberlain et al. 2018) is a Python-based software system, free to use and easy
to implement, which is rapidly becoming a workhorse for efficient and sensitive empirical signal
detection in seismology (e.g. Warren-Smith et al. 2018; Hicks et al. 2019; Chamberlain et al. 2020;
van Wijk et al. 2021). EQcorrscan currently employs the Gibbons & Ringdal (2006) prescription
of calculating C traces for individual channels, prior to a stacking operation, although a subspacedetector implementation is also under development. Fast Matched Filter or FMF (Beaucé et al. 2018)
is another system for large-scale correlation detector calculations, which also employs C as a basis
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for detection. Gibbons & Ringdal (2012) presented a multi-channel correlation detector but with a
slightly modified detection trace: C|C|. The function C|C| has the same dynamic range as C 2 but
varies in sign like C, such that the alignment in time of the detector traces can be analyzed using the
post-processing method of Gibbons & Ringdal (2006). This proved to be crucial for the elimination
of false alarms. Since these detectors were being run primarily on small to medium aperture seismic
arrays, it was quite common to trigger on incoming wavefronts from different directions when the
detection threshold was set very low. Such false alarms could easily be identified by array processing
of the correlation coefficient traces. The C|C| trace was later used by Ford & Walter (2015) to monitor
the North Korean nuclear test site down to very low seismic magnitude.
Gibbons et al. (2014) demonstrated the extent of the moveout of the local maxima of the correlation coefficient traces to stations in different directions which results from differences in the relative
locations of events in the source region. This needs to be corrected for when stacking over a network,
in which the stations cover a wide range of azimuths from the source, and can be exploited to combine
the detection and location processes. This is exactly what is done in the Match and Locate procedure
(Zhang & Wen 2015). The study of Warren-Smith et al. (2018) also facilitates a degree of flexibility
in the source location by allowing a degree of moveout between peaks in the correlation functions.
Another recent and more flexible strategy is the Multisegment Cross-Correlation Approach of Gao &
Kao (2020) (applied by Hughes et al. 2021, in generating an extensive seismicity catalog). These procedures increase greatly the applicability of matched signal detectors and enhance the information that
can be gleaned from a detection. Another issue in the specification of empirical signal detectors is the
question of individual-channel or multiplex data? Maintaining individual-channel detection statistic
traces, and allowing moveout, likely provides greater flexibility at the possible expense of decreased
efficiency. The multi-station validation method (Slinkard et al. 2014) could be used to maintain a low
false-alarm rate on multiple detectors, each using multiplexed data.
In a classical detection process, the SNR is quite straightforwardly related to the energy in the
signal and the energy in the background noise. The detection statistic in a matched filter detector
relates only to the degree to which the detected signal matches the waveform template. A high-SNR
signal will result in a diminished matched filter detection statistic if the detected signal is poorly
represented by the template. This can even be the case for co-located events with a large discrepancy in
the magnitude (e.g. Gibbons et al. 2018; Bachura & Fischer 2019) with larger wavelengths associated
with the larger event. Carmichael & Hartse (2016) quantify the degradation of detector performance
with partial signal decorrelation and Carmichael (2016) introduces the so-called Cone Detector to
accommodate a deterministic departure from the shape of the template waveform. It is pointed out
that the detection performance is diminished relative to that of the correlation detector.
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In this study we limit ourselves to a single-template multi-channel correlation detector and address
one specific question; is there a consequential difference in performance between the traces C, C 2 ,
and C|C|? All these traces are used in current operational matched signal detectors in seismology and
it would be beneficial to understand how using one or the other affects detection performance. We
exploit the dataset of signals from almost co-located explosions provided by Gibbons et al. (2020)
as (a) they are readily available and fully documented, (b) the dataset contains signals from known
explosive sources with small but measurable, and easily understood, waveform differences from event
to event, and (c) there is exactly one signal in each short data segment. In section 2 we review exactly
what we are referring to when we discuss correlation detectors and demonstrate the detectability of
signals with detection statistics C and C|C|. In section 3 we perform a systematic comparison between
these detection statistics over the chosen dataset and, in section 4, we seek to understand any difference
in performance in terms of elementary results in statistics. Finally, in Sec. 5 we draw conclusions and
make recommendations regarding implementation and subsequent evaluation.

2

DEFINITIONS AND FORMULATION

The detector of Gibbons & Ringdal (2006) calculated for each channel i in a seismic array or network
a fully normalized correlation coefficient trace
xi (t0 ).y i (t)
p
Ci (t) = p
xi (t0 ).xi (t0 ) y i (t).y i (t)

(1)

where y i (t) is a vector of M time samples of the incoming data stream starting at time t and xi (t0 ) is
the fixed template vector of length M samples starting at time t0 . We can save ourselves the computa√
tion of the xi .xi term at each time, t, by normalizing the template vector such that
xi (t0 ).xi (t0 ) = 1

(2)

a priori.
Fig. 1 displays the concept of detecting a signal from one seismic event using a waveform template
extracted from a different seismic event on a single 3-component station. Both signals were generated
by surface explosions carried out by the Finnish military at a distance of approximately 208 km from
the station. The open access study of Gibbons et al. (2020) provides both the Ground Truth coordinates of the explosions and the waveform segments (in miniseed format) used to calculate the traces
displayed. The event (H01) from which the template is obtained is about 275 meters closer to the
station than the detected event (H02). A fully normalized correlation trace Ci (t) is calculated for the
three components KEV.BHZ, KEV.BHN, and KEV.BHE and the correlation trace displayed, C(t), is
the mean of these with
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nc
1 X
Ci (t)
nc 1

(3)

where nc is the number of channels: in this case, 3.
Several correlation traces C(t) are displayed in Fig. 1, each one calculated using a waveform template, starting at the time indicated, with a duration in seconds as indicated. As we are only using the
short data segments provided in the supplementary material to Gibbons et al. (2020), these correlation
coefficient traces become shorter as the length of the template increases. If there are N samples of the
incoming data, and M samples in the template, then the correlation traces have length (N − M + 1)
samples. In the trace at the top, the template is only one second long: a vector of 40 samples, on each of
the three components. The maximum value of the detection trace C(t) is 0.928, although the variability of C(t) is large. As all the waveforms are bandpass filtered 2-8 Hz, the one-second long template
contains only a few cycles for each channel and the likelihood of near-coincidental phase-alignments
with subsequent 1-second lengths of data is relatively high. The maximum value is attained at the time
of the P-wave arrival but a secondary peak a few seconds later places a clear constraint on where the
detection threshold would have to be set to avoid multiple detections. Had this been an earthquake
sequence, we may not have been able to rule out an aftershock a few seconds later. However, these
signals are generated by well-constrained explosions and we can rule out secondary events.
The second trace from the top uses a two-second long waveform template on each channel and
has twice as many samples which need to be matched. The maximum value decreases slightly (to
0.892) but the background level decreases more. The secondary peak in the top trace is not significant
in the second trace. In the third trace, the length of the template is doubled again. The maximum
correlation value decreases marginally to 0.830 and the background level of the detection traces is
reduced further. It is worth looking more closely at the template T04. The direct P-wave (in the first
two seconds) has a significantly higher amplitude than the later two seconds of P-wave coda for the
vertical channel. While there are twice as many samples in the T04 template than in the T02 template,
it is clear from Eq. 1 that, for the vertical component at least, the new samples contribute less to the
similarity measure than the higher-amplitude direct P-phase samples. Since the explosions are almost
due south of station KEV, the BHN (horizontal) channel is almost identical to the radial rotation of the
horizontal channels. The shape of the radial component is typically very similar to the shape of the
vertical channel close to the P-arrival and this is reflected in the detection traces on the BHZ and BHN
channels. The BHE (horizontal) channel is almost the transverse rotation for this particular source and
station combination, and the P-arrival is as expected far less impulsive; the P-arrival and coda have
similar amplitudes on this trace. We note that the ratio-to-moving average approach of Gibbons et al.
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(2012) and the multiple segment approach of Gao & Kao (2020) are both designed to mitigate the
effect of amplitude variability in the wavetrain.
In trace 4 (T08) the length of the template is again doubled and a far longer segment of coda is
considered. Gibbons et al. (2020) used templates of length 6s for all arrivals since the S-arrival at the
closest station in that study arrived some 7s after the P-arrival. Six seconds was therefore the longest
template length that could be used on all stations for both P- and S- arrivals without combining P- and
S-waves in a single template. Both templates T08 and T15 extend well into the P-coda at KEV, without
reaching the S-wave. While not necessarily a significant issue for signal detection, the length of the
template taken for measuring a time-delay may influence the interpretation of a measurement. Using a
longer template will give a clearer peak but the user needs to bear in mind that slower propagating coda
waves have contributed to this measurement. The variance of the time-delay estimate may have been
reduced but at the cost of a greater bias. The final two templates in Fig. 1, T30 and T60, both include
the more slowly propagating S-wave arrival and varying lengths of S-wave coda. If the two events
are not exactly co-located then the contributions to the detection trace from the P-wave and S-wave
segments will compete, potentially constructively and potentially destructively, depending both upon
the hypocentral locations relative to the stations and the properties of the wavetrains. The reduction
of the maximum value of C continues as the length of the template increases but the suppression of
the background level of C becomes even more visibly effective. The matched filter detector now has
a large time-bandwidth product and the requirements that must be met to generate a statistical outlier
in the traces T30 and T60 are significantly higher than in the T01 or T02 traces.
The detector described in Gibbons & Ringdal (2006) was an ad hoc procedure, converted from an
earlier code which measured time-differences between similar signals, adapted specifically to detect
signals from small explosions using time-domain cross-correlation (Stevens et al. 2006). A more efficient and purpose-designed code was later developed and applied by Gibbons & Ringdal (2012). This
code performed correlations far more rapidly in the frequency domain and used a slightly modified
detection statistic
(xi (t0 ).y i (t))abs(xi (t0 ).y i (t))
= Ci (t)|Ci (t)|
y i (t).y i (t)

(4)

where we simply demand beforehand that the template vector, xi (t0 ), is unit-normalized. As stated by
Gibbons & Ringdal (2012), the change to this detection statistic was motivated by efficiency; without
the need to compute the square root terms in the denominator, this term consists only as a product
and a quotient of two convolutions. The behaviour of the detection statistic C|C| was not compared
explicitly with the behaviour of C.
Fig. 2 displays the correlation traces associated with an attempt to detect the S-phase for event
H04 in Gibbons et al. (2020) using a 2s long template taken from the S-phase from event H03. With
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40 Hz sampling, the template consists of 80 samples and is significantly shorter than the full wavetrain
(which is slightly in excess of a minute). We display both single-channel C and C|C| traces and the
corresponding 3-component stacks. It is typically the stacks that are used for detection purposes, but
detailed visualization of the single-channel traces can provide insight into the behaviour of the stack
traces. The detection of S-phases is typically more complicated than the detection of P-arrivals since
the signal arrival is competing not just against the ambient background noise but also the possibly very
energetic P-wave coda. The P-wave coda does not cease when the S-wave arrives and we typically
need to find a filtering of the wavefield which maximizes the contrast between the waveform at the
S-wave arrival and the underlying coda-waves. The dissimilarity of P-waves from two closely spaced
explosions is almost entirely due to the small differences in the path taken. The S-waves in addition
will have slightly different time-offsets relative to the P-wave coda which will likely increase the
dissimilarity.
The uppermost channels in Fig. 2 panels b) and c) show the 3-component stacks for the C and
C|C| traces respectively. The ratio of the maximum value to the background level is clearly higher
for the C|C| stack in panel (c) than for the C stack in panel (b). For the single-channel correlation
traces, the picture looks somewhat more complicated with what appears to be a greater number of
outliers for the single-channel C|C| traces, although the averaging over the three components appears
to mitigate the effect of this variability. It is to be noted that the second most significant peak in panel
(c) for the S-wave template comes for the P-wave arrival. This secondary peak is most significant
on the BHE component; it would be a clear detection on this single channel. However, there is no
corresponding peak on the BHN and BHZ channels and the peak is diminished in the average stack
(labelled AVGC2). The secondary peak at the time of the P-arrival is a false detection in the sense
that it is a different part of the wavetrain that exhibits spurious similarity to the template. Just as the
main (S-wave) C|C| peak exceeds the C|C| background level (panel c) more than the corresponding
C peak exceeds the C background level (panel b), the spurious P-wave C|C| detection is rather more
visible than the corresponding C detection. Whether or not such effects would lead to a different ratio
of true positives to false positives is not clear without rigorous experimentation.
The detection is visually more convincing for the traces in panel (c) than for those in panel (b), but
we need to evaluate the distribution of the detection statistics over a much broader set of calculations
than those displayed in Fig. 2 to be able to draw safe conclusions. Since you can convert between
individual values of C and C|C| using a simple transformation, it would be tempting to assume that
a threshold value τ for C would correspond to a threshold value τ 2 for C|C|. However, one issue is
that we are finding detections on a stack (in this case for 3 components but, in principle, also possibly
on an arbitrarily large number of sensors) and it is not clear how the cancellation of positive and
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negative values differs between the two different detection traces. Another issue is that a fixed value
threshold is rarely used; we almost always apply a threshold which is a function of some statistic of
the background value. The effectiveness of a detection statistic will depend both on the value at the
time of a true signal match and the chosen metric of the background level.

3

A SYSTEMATIC COMPARISON OF TWO DETECTION TRACES

In the study of Gibbons et al. (2020) there are 51 explosions for which we have a signal on the 3component station KEV. This means that, if we take a waveform template from one event, there are
50 other explosions for which we can attempt to detect the signal using our template. For a single
portion of the KEV wavetrain, there are then 2550 correlations we can perform using only the short 3component waveform segments contained in this dataset. This is to say that we never attempt to detect
the same signal from which the template was extracted. However, if we attempt to detect a signal
from event b using a template from event a then we also attempt to detect a signal from event a using
a template from event b. We attempt to detect P-waves and S-waves for each explosion in separate
calculations, with waveform templates of length 2s starting at the times specified in the supplementary
material of Gibbons et al. (2020).
We have a total of 102 3-component templates of length 2s, one for the P-arrival and one for
the S-arrival from each of the 51 explosions. For each such template, we attempt to detect the corresponding section of the wavetrain from each one of the other explosions using a 3-component stack
matched signal detector on the full 5-minute waveform segments. For each template and “incoming data” waveform segment, we calculate two separate sets of matched signal detection traces: C
and C|C|, as displayed in Fig. 2. We calculate the single-channel detection traces and then form the
3-component stack. For each 3-component stack, we identify the maximum value of the detection
statistic trace which falls within 2.5s of the anticipated time of the sought arrival (using the times provided by Gibbons et al. 2020). We denote this value the “Target Maximum Value”. We then find the
maximum value of trace excluding the target window extending 2.5s on either side of the anticipated
arrival time. We will refer to this value as the “Highest Noise Value”. While the standard deviation (or
any other statistic of the background level of the detection trace) could provide the basis for an SNR for
the detection statistic, it is this highest noise value which would represent a false alarm: a trigger on a
waveform segment which does not contain a target waveform. All values in the resulting 3-component
stack are then reordered from lowest to highest and we record the values at the percentiles 1, 5, 10, 25,
50, 75, 90, 95, and 99%.
A selection of these distributions are displayed in Fig. 3. We select the first 350 calculations out
of the 2550 possible for display purposes only. Every line in each of the panels in Fig. 3 indicates
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the distribution of values for this 5-minute long detection trace according to the key below. Each such
line is a visual summary of the 3-component stack traces as shown in Fig. 2. Panels (a) and (b) of
Fig. 3 display the distributions of values for the 3-component stacks when using P-wave templates and
the C and C|C| traces respectively. Panels (c) and (d) show the equivalent distributions when S-wave
templates are used.
The target maximum values for P-wave templates (panels a and b) exceed the labelled percentiles
of the background levels and the “highest noise values” for all calculations. For the S-wave templates,
the target maximum values exceed the same thresholds for what appears to be the majority of cases.
However, there are a number of calculations for which the target maximum value is very close to,
or even lower than, the “highest noise value” such that a confident detection would not be possible
without also admitting one or more false detections. We note that the distributions for the background
levels and “highest noise values” are indistinguishable between the P-wave and S-wave templates. The
templates all have the same length, and are bandpass-filtered between the same frequencies, and the
likelihood of coincidentally matching an S-wave template appears no different in this case to the likelihood of coincidentally matching a P-wave template. The target maximum values of the distributions
are however typically lower for the S-wave templates than for the P-wave templates. This follows from
the higher variability in the shape of the S-waves than in the shape of the P-waves. For some S-waves,
with the short templates applied, the target maximum value is lower than the highest noise value; in
practice, this means a non-detection.
In the C|C| traces, all values are drawn closer to zero than in the C traces; this is a direct consequence of the fact that all values of C lie between -1 and 1. What is crucial for any difference in
performance of a detector is a change in the relationship between the “positive match” values and
the diverse metrics of the background levels. Fig. 4 displays ratios between the target maximum (or
“positive match”) values and the indicated metrics of the background levels. In Fig. 3 we saw a scatter
of the detection values themselves for a selected subset of the calculations. In Fig. 4 we see the critical
ratios only for all of the calculations. To make the figure easier to read, we rearrange the values in each
curve from smallest to largest. In panel (a) we consider the ratio between the target maximum value
and the standard deviation of the background values. It is clear that we would need to set a threshold
of many times σ before we failed to trigger on P-wave, with both the C and C|C| detection traces.
Even though the values of C|C| are lower than the corresponding values of C, the standard deviation
of the background level diminishes even faster resulting in a higher ratio. The more significant picture
is displayed in panel (b): the ratios between target maximum values and the highest noise values (i.e.
peaks that do not correspond to the times of the target signal). An arbitrary transformation could be
applied to the correlation coefficient traces to stretch out the distance between relatively high values
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and relatively low values. Such a transformation would of course be of no advantage if it resulted in a
significantly higher number of false alarms.
Only 1 out of 2550 calculations (0.039%) for detecting P-waves using the C|C| trace has a ratio
of target maximum value to highest noise value below 2 (ratio = 1.99). 361 out of 2550 calculations
(14.16%) for detecting P-waves using the C trace have ratios of target maximum value to highest noise
value below 2 (lowest ratio = 1.41). For the calculations to detect S-waves using the C|C| trace, 51
of 2550 calculations (2.0%) have target maximum to highest noise value ratio below 1 (i.e. clear nondetections). 518 of the calculations (25.2%) have ratios below 2 (i.e. the target maximum is also the
global maximum, but the detection may require a threshold that also results in an unacceptable number
of false alarms). For detecting the S-waves using the C trace, there is no change in the percentage of
strict non-detections. However, 1766 out of 2550 calculations (69.25%) fail to result in a ratio of
target maximum to highest noise value above 2. There are no hard and fast rules as to where we
should choose a cut-off value for selecting a detection threshold but, for this particular set of signal
detection challenges, it would seem that the use of the C|C| trace provides a real improvement over C
traces for a separation between the values associated with the target signals and the values associated
with noise.
The experiment described here clearly uses an idealized set of data: short data segments with
exactly one positive match in each window and an absence of signals from other events which greatly
resemble the target signals. The signals are also of fairly similar amplitude and signal-to-noise ratio. In
a situation of monitoring natural or induced seismicity we would anticipate both a wide range of signal
amplitude and SNR and a slow diminishing of waveform similarity as hypocentral distance and/or
source mechanism difference increases. The short template length was also selected to be “marginal”,
i.e. such that a significant number of signals failed to be found. Had we used a template length of 6s
(as in Gibbons et al. 2020) then all signals would have been detected confidently and the highest noise
values would have been reduced significantly. What we have done is ultimately to demonstrate that
the C|C| trace has a greater contrast between values at times of interest and values at other times. In
the next section, we seek to provide confidence that there is a basis for choosing the C|C| trace that
makes it preferable to some other transformation that also stretches out the significant values relative
to the background values.

4

THE CONNECTION BETWEEN CORRELATION AND REGRESSION

An almost arbitrarily chosen statistics text book will describe how the square of the correlation coefficient, sometimes referred to as the Coefficient of Determination, C 2 , indicates the fraction of the
variance of one variable that can be explained by another variable in a regression. This is exactly what
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we seek in our pattern detector: a function that returns a high value when a window y k of the incoming
data is well explained by the waveform template x and a low value when it is not well explained. In a
linear regression, we seek scalars αk and βk such that the residual vector
εk = y k − αk x − βk

(5)

is a minimum. A few lines of code will confirm for successive windows y k of our incoming data that
Ck2 ≈

|y k |2 − |εk |2
|y k |2

(6)

for the optimal αk and βk , where Ck2 is the square of our fully normalized correlation coefficient for
this data window. In principle, we could implement a detector which performed a linear regression
on subsequent data windows and attempted to measure some distance metric between the template
vector and the vector of incoming data. Given the relationship in Eq. 6 we would not of course do this
explicitly since Ck2 is calculated very rapidly in the frequency domain. To see what different values of
our two detection statistics mean in terms of the ratio
Rk =

|εk |
|y k |

(7)

we simply rearrange Eq. 6 to give
Rk =

q

1 − Ck2

(8)

which we could denote the “unexplained fraction”. We can similarly denote 1 − R as the “explained
fraction” or signal fraction. This is not to say that there is a signal present in this window of the incoming data; this is just the fraction of this data window which could be explained by the presence
of a signal the same shape as the waveform template. We plot the explained fraction in Fig. 5, both
as a function of our two detection statistics, C and C|C|, and an alternative candidate function, C 4 .
C 4 would lead to an even more non-linear transformation of the correlation trace. While such a transformation would increase the ratio between values corresponding to good signal matches and values
corresponding to unrelated noise, it would also risk pushing more values into the tail of the distribution
and raising the false alarm rate.
What we want in a matched signal detector is a diagnostic which differentiates as confidently as
possible between a window of data (potentially) containing a signal resembling our template and a
window of data which does not contain such a signal. Imagine two points on Fig. 5, one for a data
window well explained by the template waveform and one for a data window poorly explained by
this template. The ratio between the y-coordinates of these points measures the contrast between how
well the two vectors match the template. The ratio between the x-coordinates of these points measures
how easily we would detect the signal against the background noise. If we reduce C|C| by a given
factor, we reduce the signal fraction by almost the same factor. If we reduce C by a given factor, we
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reduce the signal fraction by a considerably higher factor. Equivalently, the SNR for C increases more
slowly than the SNR for C|C| as the fit to the template improves. As for the C 4 detection statistic, the
non-linearity results in a rapid decrease in the fit to the template over a relatively narrow range of the
detection statistic.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There are many variants of the matched signal detector in operational use in contemporary seismology.
Where applicable, they can provide an exceptionally low detection threshold. We need however to be
constantly aware of the limitations of correlation detectors, realizing how rapidly waveform similarity
diminishes as the distance between hypocenters increases (e.g. Menke 1999; Harris & Dodge 2020).
(Gao et al. 2021, also point out that deceptively similar waveforms often occur for events that are not
closely located.) There are numerous strategies for detection and/or identification of seismic events
where the form of the signal varies from the template in one way or another (e.g. Harris & Kværna
2010; Carmichael 2016). There are also numerous strategies for mitigating performance degradation
due to challenges such as noise transients and challenging amplitude characteristics of signals (e.g.
Gibbons et al. 2012; Gao & Kao 2020).
The toolbox available for autonomous detection, location, and classification of seismic events in
near real-time is expanding rapidly, with machine learning likely to take a dominant role (e.g. Shen &
Shen 2021). Auto-correlation detectors, searching for repeating events without prior templates, (e.g.
Brown et al. 2008) are essentially performing unsupervised learning. The FAST (Fingerprint And
Similarity Threshold) algorithm (Yoon et al. 2015) increases general applicability and computational
efficiency without sacrificing signal detectability. Machine learning is likely to both complement and
partially replace the role of correlation detectors. Even without considering machine learning, correlation detectors and related methods are going to represent only a part of the solution for the monitoring
of low magnitude seismic events (e.g. Li et al. 2020; Ichinose et al. 2021). However, there is no more
sensitive detector than a correlator for a situation where we know the exact form of a signal.
One aspect of the seismic correlation detector which has arguably not been addressed with the
rigour it deserves is the form of the detection statistic itself. Some procedures calculate the fully
normalized correlation coefficient, C. Others use, either implicitly or explicitly, the square of the
correlation coefficient, C 2 . C is appealing for use in multi-channel correlation detectors because of
how classical beamforming methods can be applied to these traces from different channels: both to
increase SNR and to identify false alarms by checking the alignment. An alternative detection statistic,
C|C|, has the dynamic range of C 2 but varies in sign like C. We demonstrate in this paper that there
are differences between the performance of a detector that calculates C and a detector that calculates
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C|C|; the SNR for C increases more slowly than for C|C| as the fit to the applied waveform template
improves. We demonstrate this for a convenient but somewhat limited set of seismic signals on 3component data.
It is unclear as to how significant this difference will become on larger-scale operational correlation detection systems. As heavy stacking of traces over networks suppresses the background level of
the detection traces, the differences may become academic. This will need to be investigated in controlled experiments using tried and tested software on diverse sets of seismicity. Although the dataset
used in the present study has multiple event pairs with differing degrees of waveform similarity, it
will be necessary to test how the performance of the different detection statistics changes with factors
such as signal amplitude, event magnitude, source mechanism, source-time history, and network configuration. We have seen one example where a spurious detection is visually more convincing with the
C|C| detection statistic than with C (Figure 2). However, the subsequent investigation performed does
not indicate a decrease in performance and we recall that the alignment post-processing procedure for
false-alarm screening (Gibbons & Ringdal 2006) can be applied to C|C| as readily as with C. There
will likely be increasing efforts to compare the performance of different matched signal detectors (e.g.
De La Hoz et al. 2021) and it is important that we compare like with like and that we understand
and document the performance of all algorithms compared. There is likely much to be gained by visualizing the distribution of detection statistics in operational pipelines, both for quality control and
assessment of detection sensitivity.
There are many metrics by which the performance of a matched signal detection system can be
evaluated. Computational efficiency aside, the target is generally a Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC)-curve that optimizes the ratio between the True Positive Rate and the False Positive Rate. The
definitions of these quantities are determined by user requirements. Are we seeking to characterize all
seismicity in a given region or are we seeking signals from one very specific source, treating all other
signals as noise? The recipe proposed by Gibbons & Ringdal (2006) for detecting near-repeating seismic events on multi-channel waveform data is both powerful, robust, and widely applicable. However,
the detection statistic trace, C, that paper recommended is not the optimal one and performance of
operational correlation detection frameworks can probably be improved by instead calculating a C|C|
trace.
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Figure 1. Signal filtered 2-8 Hz (lowermost 3 traces) on the 3 components of station IU.KEV of event H02 from
Gibbons et al. (2020) and correlation coefficient traces C(t) (3-component mean) obtained from correlating
against the corresponding templates of different lengths from event H01 (vertical component only displayed in
grey alongside C(t) traces displayed in black).
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Figure 2. Detection of the S-phase from event H04 in Gibbons et al. (2020) using a 2s long waveform template
from event H03 starting at a time 2007-08-16T08:00:55.713. (a) displays the vertical component waveform for
event H04 (bandpass filtered 2-8 Hz), (b) displays the single-channel and multi-channel correlation coefficient
traces, C, (labelled C1) and (c) displays the corresponding detection traces but with C replaced with C|C|
(labelled C2). In panel (b), the trace labelled AVGC1 is the sample-wise mean of the three single-channel
correlation (C) traces below: BHNC1, BHNC1, and BHEC1. In panel (c), the trace labelled AVGC2 is the
sample-wise mean of the three single-channel C|C| traces below: BHNC2, BHNC2, and BHEC2.
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Figure 3. Distributions of values on 3-component average C and C|C| traces when attempting to detect P- and
S-waves from 51 explosions in the Gibbons et al. (2020) dataset using only the IU.KEV waveforms provided.
Each line displays the minimum and maximum values for a single template detection with percentiles as displayed in the KEY below. Templates of length 2s are used starting at the times prescribed in Gibbons et al.
(2020). Of a total of 2550 event pairs, the first 350 are displayed in each panel. The target maximum value is the
maximum value within 2.5s of the anticipated arrival time and the highest noise value is the maximum value of
the set of samples that are further than 2.5s from the predicted arrival time.
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Figure 4. Comparison of key characteristics of 3-component average C and C|C| traces for all 2550 event pairs.
Panel a) shows the ratio between the target maximum value and the standard deviation and panel b) shows the
ratio between the target maximum value and the “Maximum noise value”. The target maximum value is the
maximum value within 2.5s of the anticipated arrival time and the highest noise value is the maximum value
of the set of samples that are further than 2.5s from the predicted arrival time. The y = 2 line is an arbitrarily
chosen ratio threshold and is just displayed as potential threshold between “detected” and “not detected”. Each
line is really a scatter-plot of points, ordered from smallest value of the ratio displayed to the largest. The event
pair that each point plotted corresponds to therefore varies from line to line.
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Figure 5. If R denotes the ratio |ε| : |y|, where y is a vector of the incoming data and ε is the residual
√
vector resulting from a linear regression with the template vector x, then R ≈ 1 − C 2 where C is the fully
normalized correlation coefficient. We denote (1 − R) the signal fraction and display this as a function of
detection statistic for three candidates: C, C|C|, and C 4 . No data is considered for this plot, only the assumed
√
√
relation R = 1 − C 2 . The quantity 1 − 1 − C 2 is more precisely described as the explained fraction, since
the term signal fraction implies that the remainder is noise: see text for details.

